13

Exterior

Render Plastered Reinforced Concrete Beam
(Refer to engineer’s details) Allow to notch
Approved Head Flashing secure &
neatly into Head Jamb.
Approved Sealant for Weatherproofing
refer Manufacturer's Instructions

57

window head
refer window
schedule

CL

70

Interior

107

Fletcher Aluminium window head jamb or equal approved

77

Intergrated Removable Powdercoated Aluminium Framed Insect Flyscreen
complete with Proprietary Fixes @ 200 crs max or as Specified by the
Manufacturer.

40

102mm Aluminium Altair Stronghold Lovure Blades complete in BREEZWAY Altair
Stronghold Louvre Carriers fixed in accordance with Manufacturer's Specifications.
Frame Powdercoating colour to be advised by Client.
shaped reinforced concrete
head jamb

varies - refer window schedule

46

60

50

Fletcher aluminium sill window frame or equal approved

50

Note:
1. All As Build Rough Openings to be measured prior fabrication of any Windows.
2. All aluminium frames and connections shall be designed for strength and stiffness to resist the
following wind load.
Vsite,ULS = 71 m/s
Vsite,SLS = 48 m/s
The contractor shall submit independent structural engineering calculation by a registered
engineer to verify that the aluminium extrusions used including fastenings/fixings can resist the
wind loads stated above.
150mm Aluminium Altair Stronghold Lovure Blades complete in BREEZWAY
3.Altair
Nominated Window Fabricator shall provide a copy of Shop Drawings for scrutiny prior the
Stronghold Louvre Carriers fixed in accordance with Manufacturer's Specifications.
fabrication of any Windows.
Frame Powdercoating colour to be advised by Client.
4. Copyright in all drawings, specification, and documentation in the work executed
from them remains the property of Conway Architects.
4.
The Contractor shall verify all dimensions on the job before starting work or preparing shop
Intergrated Removable Powdercoated Aluminium Framed Insect Flyscreen
drawings.
complete with Proprietary Fixes @ 200 crs max or as Specified by the
Manufacturer.
106

13
13mm thick plaster on 200mm blockwall

39

Shaped reinforced
concrete sill. Refer
to engineers
details

71

window sill
refer window
schedule

50

70

110

conway architects
Architects + Master Planning

